
"Clay is one of the most transformative materials celebrated here as

part of our ceramic season online and across the galleries. "

Ceramic is an area for collecting that brings great pleasure in terms of the object itself, it can

stand alone in its own right or it can actively engage with the environment in which it is

placed. They are strangely collaborative things as works of art, readily conversing with other

objects and the space around them, resonating with differences and adding to the language of a

collection. Perhaps that is one of the reasons they hold so much enduring pleasure for us.  

Johnny Messum

 

Nicholas Lees

Small red floating bowl

2022
Parian porcelain and soluble gold
h13cm x w13cm x d13cm

£1,650

Makoto Kagoshima

Plum Tree

2023
Stoneware
h32.5cm x w15cm x d1.5cm

£1,800

Björk Haraldsdóttir

Constellation IV

2022
White stoneware, white slip
h27 x w34 x d19cm

£750

Natasha Daintry

Chasing Chlorophyll (Liminal
Colour Series, 2023)

2023
porcelain, longquan glaze, pigments
h11cm x w60cm x d29cm

£11,850

Kitty Shepherd

Neon Lights

Lidded slipware jar
Height 25cm
Signed and dated on base

£4,850

James Rigler

Rustic column

2022/23
Ceramic, brass leaf, lacquer
h90cm x w50cm x d50cm

£5,250

Steve Dixon

Lust

Ceramic
h30 x w30cm

£785

Sandrine Bringard

Buste aux oreilles
2012
Raw and engobed ceramic, wood-fired
h54cm x w41cm x d27cm

£1,850
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